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In this article, we propose a software-defined networking 
(SDN)-based transmission protocol (SDTP) for future-
generation networks. Different services are supported 
by dedicated network slices, each of which can be oper-

ated separately with a customized transmission protocol. 

In particular, we focus on video streaming services sup-
ported by in-network caching functions. By exploiting the 
flexibility of scalable video coding (SVC) and SDN control 
intelligence, we present an in-network bottleneck queue 
management strategy in conjunction with a novel selec-
tive caching policy (SCP) for congestion detection and 
mitigation. Additionally, an enhanced transmission (ET) 
scheme is devised to improve the video user experience 
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by opportunistically requesting cached video packets 
when network conditions permit. The proposed protocol 
can adapt to traffic dynamics and varying service require-
ments, and it is shown to effectively alleviate network con-
gestion and provide a balanced user experience. Extensive 
simulation results are presented to validate the proposed 
protocol in terms of in-network queue stability and user-
perceived video quality.

Background
Future-generation networks are expected to accommodate 
various applications with diversified quality-of-service 
(QoS) requirements. To this end, more and more network 
infrastructures, including base stations, edge switches, 
and middleboxes, are being deployed with significantly 
increased capital and operational expenditures. In con-
trast, the one-size-fits-all transmission control protocol 
(TCP) still dominates the transport layer. Without fine-
grained packet differentiation, it is difficult to achieve ser-
vice customization over TCP in a cost-effective manner. To 
improve transport-layer performance, different TCP vari-
ants (e.g., BBR [1] and CUBIC [2] with new congestion con-
trol) along with new transport protocols (e.g., QUIC [3]) 
have all been developed for different objectives. However, 
those protocols keep the end-to-end (E2E) semantics 
inherited from the TCP, which restricts the utilization of in-
network information for decision making.

SDN has emerged as a promising architecture for flex-
ible and agile network operation [4]. By decoupling control 
functions from substrate nodes, SDN enables informed net-
work control and function reconfiguration on programma-
ble switches. Because of the availability of global network 
information from control channels, fine-grained decision 
making can be realized to improve network performance. 
For instance, it is possible for an SDN controller to estab-
lish global optimal routing paths for different traffic flows, 
which facilitates load balancing and directly eliminates 
congestion. Moreover, the SDN paradigm can be exploited 
to improve transport-layer performance. Current TCP vari-
ants rely on acknowledgments (ACKs) and round-trip time 
(RTT) estimation for packet loss detection and congestion 
control. Such a method takes at least one RTT to react to 
network congestion. To improve responsiveness, active 
queue management (AQM) is proposed to notify the sender 
at the onset of congestion [5].

With SDN, real-time loss detection and fast congestion 
mitigation can be made possible based on overall net-
work knowledge [6]. An SDN-based user datagram proto-
col framework is also proposed to reduce transmission 
signaling overhead [7]. Transmission control is no longer 
restricted to estimated network states at end hosts, as 
such information can be collected in the network for pro-
active decision making. In addition, traditional congestion 
control algorithms act on all data packets identically, e.g., 
AQM marks all incoming packets with the same probability. 

This is due to the dearth of application-level information 
for traffic differentiation. For services that are packet-loss 
tolerant (e.g., on-demand video streaming), certain packets 
can be dropped for congestion resolution with little impact 
on application-level performance. It is therefore critical 
to investigate how to properly react to congestion with 
differentiated QoS provisioning toward service-oriented 
data transmission.

In this article, we present a comprehensive SDTP to sup-
port differentiated data packet delivery. SDN offers such 
flexibility through in-network control and informed deci-
sion making. In particular, we investigate what in-network 
information and function modules can be used to support 
service-oriented transport-layer operations. Considering 
the prevalence of video services, we choose video stream-
ing as an example to illustrate the design principles of SDTP, 
including its protocol functionalities and operation proce-
dures. Specifically, a joint bottleneck queue management 
policy and SCP with ET are proposed to achieve fast in-net-
work congestion detection and mitigation, while minimizing 
the impact on user experience. We leverage the SVC codec 
[8], by which raw video contents are encoded in various 
interdependent layers. The enhancement layers at the bot-
tleneck node can be selectively cached in case of network 
congestion, without severe degradation of video playback 
experience. To further improve the received video quality, 
an ET policy is designed to obtain the in-network cached 
packets if the network condition improves.

System Model and Protocol Function Modules

Network Topology
Consider an embedded virtual network, where dedicated 
network resources (e.g., caching, processing, and transmis-
sion resources) are assigned to each service in the form of 
network slices [9], [10]. Different service slices that support 
the E2E packet delivery of different applications are well 
isolated, which facilitates service-oriented QoS provision-
ing [11]. Figure 1 shows the topology of two video slices 
and one mission-critical service slice embedded on a sub-
strate network. For video slice 1, packets from the video 
server of slice 1 are first aggregated by edge switch X1 and 
are then delivered to edge switch Y1 along the routing path 
specified by a virtual network embedding algorithm. To 
ensure compatibility with current transport protocols 
between end hosts, we assume that the connections 
between end hosts and edge switches are running TCP. 
The proposed SDTP is operated over the embedded 
topology between edge switches of a certain slice. Edge 
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switches are responsible for traffic aggregation and proto-
col translation.

Video Traffic Model
Consider on-demand video streaming services from a 
video server to video users. First, each video clip is seg-
mented into a sequence of group of pictures (GoP). Each 
GoP is with a fixed playback time (typically a few seconds 
[12]) that can be decoded independently. Video contents 
are coded by an SVC encoder, which encodes one GoP into 
several interdependent layers, including one base layer 
(layer 0) and multiple enhancement layers (layer 1 and 
above). Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the user buffer occu-
pation. Different GoP layers can be stored and streamed 
separately. Typically, the data volume of an enhancement 
layer is higher than that of a base layer. To decode a GoP 
from the user buffer, layer 0 is necessary, while enhance-
ment layers are optional. However, enhancement layers 
can only be decoded in the presence of all the lower layers. 

For example, decoding layer 2 requires both layer 1 and 
layer 0. In the absence of a base layer, rebuffering events 
will happen at the destination node. The more enhance-
ment layers there are, the higher the video quality.

Currently, dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) 
is the prevailing video streaming protocol [8]. It operates 
over TCP, which requires that all the packets be reliably 
delivered to users. In case of congestion, video packets ex-
perience frequent retransmissions, which leads to long E2E 
delay and frequent rebuffering events. The flexibility of the 
SVC codec offers the opportunity to balance video quality 
and rebuffering events. Users request video contents on 
a layer basis. Upon receipt of one layer, receivers decide 
the next requested layer (the candidate layers in Figure 2) 
based on the packets in the buffer and the estimated net-
work throughput.

Protocol Functionalities
To support video services, SDTP incorporates the following 
functionalities: bottleneck queue management, selective 
caching, and ET. A new packet header format is designed to 
support data transmission with the protocol function mod-
ules and, at the same time, achieve backward compatibility.

A network bottleneck node (Figure 3) has a packet for-
warding queue and a caching buffer, with the latter support-
ed by in-network caching resources. The key issue is how 
to selectively put packets into the caching buffer in case of 
network congestion. Once the network condition improves, 
packets that help enhance user experience can be retrieved 
from the caching buffer for ET. In this way, network conges-
tion can be alleviated with less packet dropping.
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figure 1 A network topology with multiple service slices.
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figure 2 A snapshot of user buffer occupation of SVC video content.
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Bottleneck Queue Management
In conjunction with congestion control algorithms, existing 
AQM algorithms focus on generating congestion signals 
based on queue-size information. As shown in Figure 3, 
however, the queue dynamics on an embedded network 
node are influenced by packet arrival, packet forwarding, 
selective caching, and ET. Due to the in-network intelli-
gence of SDN controllers, such complicated network infor-
mation can be collected and analyzed for decision making, 
thus facilitating the fast and coordinated identification of 
bottleneck nodes of different traffic flows on various rout-
ing paths.

Selective Caching
The SVC codec enables flexible video decoding, and video 
contents can be successfully decoded, even in the absence 
of enhancement layer packets. Hence, higher-layer packets 
can be selectively cached in the network, without signifi-
cantly degrading user experience. By exploiting the cach-
ing resources, instead of dropping packets when the 
network is congested, we designed an SCP that temporarily 
stores certain packets on network nodes, which provides a 
fast response to network congestion.

ET
To enable the continued transmission of cached packets 
once network conditions improve, we designed an ET mod-
ule that processes ET requests. Considering the impact on 
the forwarding queue, not all ET requests will be satisfied. 
Hence, a fine-grained ET scheduling scheme is necessary 
to strike such a tradeoff.

Packet Forwarding and Bottleneck  
Queue Management
In this section, based on the embedded virtual network 
topology, we first describe the transmission process with a 
new packet header format, which enables packet differenti-
ation and protocol compatibility, fol-
lowed by description and analysis of 
the queue management module.

Video Data Transmission
Video contents are stored in the video 
server with different representations 
[13], including by the codec, encoding 
bit rate, resolution, and so on. A struc-
tured collection of video representa-
tions is called the media presentation 
description (MPD) file. Each video rep-
resentation is further divided into 
consecutive segments, referred to as 
encoded GoP layers in the SVC codec. 
The receivers can choose from and 
switch to different representations 
based on the estimated data rate. In 

particular, after connection is established, the server sends 
the MPD file to the receiver. Then, based on the estimated 
data rate, the receiver chooses one representation and 
responds to the video server by sending an HTTP-GET mes-
sage. Upon the receipt of one GoP layer, the receiver sends 
another HTTP-GET message to request the next. As shown 
in Figure 1, to be compatible with the current TCP, SDTP is 
applied between the edge switches. For packet transmis-
sions between end nodes and edge switches, current TCP is 
employed. Therefore, the SDTP protocol can be implement-
ed without requiring any changes to the end transceivers; 
however, the header format of TCP packets is not support-
ed by switches that run SDTP. Hence, header conversion 
and reversion should be enabled at the edge switches. 
When SDN devices become prevalent, the proposed proto-
col can be applied to the entire network.

There are four types of SDTP packets for delivering 
video contents, i.e., the MPD data packet, the HTTP-GET 
request packet, the video data packet, and the ET request 
packet. Figure 4 shows the proposed SDTP header format 
and ET request packet encapsulation. After conversion, 
the source/destination address of the original IP header is 
replaced by the edge switch source/destination address. 
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figure 3 The dynamics of the bottleneck queue.
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Because of the virtual network embedding process, the 
routing path of data packets is determined, and the network 
layer information can be significantly simplified in the pro-
posed header. Furthermore, new fields (i.e., the gray cells 
in Figure 4) are added to support SDTP, including Protocol, 
Flag, and other optional fields. The Protocol field indicates 
the currently applied protocol, the Flag field differentiates 
among the four aforementioned types of packets, and the 
optional fields are reserved to support protocol functional-
ity extensions.

In particular, each service slice has a unique combina-
tion of edge switch addresses and port numbers (as shown 
in the red dashed block), which can be used as a slice ID 
for service differentiation. For video data packets, the 
20-byte optional field consists of a 12-byte connection ID, 
a 4-byte GoP number, and a 4-byte layer number. The con-
nection ID contains the IP addresses and port numbers of 
the server and receivers. The GoP and layer numbers of a 
video data packet are extracted from the application layer 
payload by the sending edge switch and are then added to 
the optional fields to support selective caching at bottle-
neck nodes for congestion mitigation. Upon the receipt of 
ET requests, the corresponding requested enhancement 
layer information is extracted by the edge switches. This 
information is then added to the optional fields of the ET 
request packet header.

Bottleneck Queue Management
We focus on the bottleneck link along the routing path 
between edge switches, as the influence of nonbottleneck 
links on the E2E delay and throughput performance is 
insignificant. Relying on the control channel, the SDN con-
troller can accurately identify the bottleneck link by peri-
odically monitoring the instantaneous queue length on all 
of the switches. The objective of queue management is to 
stabilize the queue length against traffic burstiness for bal-
anced E2E delay and throughput.

Queue Monitoring
Similar to conventional, random early-detection schemes 
[14], the proposed SDTP manages the bottleneck queue by 
the following iterative phases.

First, to filter out the impact of transient traffic bursti-
ness, the average queue length ( )q tavg  at the bottleneck 
node is obtained by periodically sampling the instanta-
neous queue length ( ).q t  Specifically, let T be the sampling 
period. After the kth sampling, [( ) ]q k 1avg T+  can be ex-
pressed as the sum of ( ) [ ]q k1 avg Ta-  and [ ],q kTa  where 

( , )0 1!a  is the weighting parameter for queue averaging. 

From sampling theory, the previously mentioned discrete-
form relationship can be expressed by the differential equa-
tion [14]

 ( ) ( ) ( ),q t Kq t Kq tavg avg=- +o  (1)

where ( ( ) )./lnK 1 Ta=- -  By using a Laplace transform on 
both sides of this differential equation, the transfer function 
of average queue length is obtained as /( ( / )),s K1 1 +  which 
is a low-pass filter that tracks queue length and effectively 
filters out traffic burstiness. Specifically, s is the frequency 
domain variable, and K  determines the system responsive-
ness, i.e., the higher the value of ,K  the faster it reacts to 
traffic fluctuations. However, an excessively high value of K  
may result in queue-length oscillations [14]. Tuning parame-
ters T and a rely on network information collected by the 
SDN controller, including the number of connections, bottle-
neck capacity, and RTT, so as to drive the system into the 
stable region.

Secondly, the average queue length ( )q tavg  is compared 
with two thresholds, q  and ,qr  to obtain the packet caching 
ratio ( ).p t  When ( )q tavg  is smaller than ,q  ( ) ,p t 0=  and all 
of the packets remain in the forwarding queue for transmis-
sion. If the value of ( )q tavg  is between q  and ,qr  the pack-
et caching ratio is ( ) ( ( ) )/( ),p t q t q q qavg= - -r  and, once 

( )q tavg  exceeds the maximum threshold ,qr  the packets in-
side the queue are cached with the highest ratio, i.e., .pmax  

Finally, the determined ratio, ( ),p t  is enforced in the se-
lective caching phase. A portion, ( ),p t  of the packets inside 
the forwarding queue are temporarily cached at the bottle-
neck node based on the policy elaborated on in the follow-
ing section. By the end of this period, the instantaneous 
queue length, ( ),q t  is monitored for the update of ( )q tavg  in 
the next period.

Essentially, periodical queue averaging gives a dis-
crete-time system. During each sampling period ,T  video 
packets from different flows can be differentiated accord-
ing to application-level GoPs and the layering information 
carried in the packet header, which facilitates selective 
packet caching. Based on sampled data system theory, 
a differential equation can exactly characterize the dis-
crete system at the sample points without accumulating 
errors as sampling proceeds [14]. It enables us to charac-
terize the discrete-time system using a continuous-time 
fluid model.

Queue Dynamics Analysis
The dynamics of the bottleneck queue length, as shown in 
Figure 3, include traffic arrival, traffic departure, packet 
caching, and scheduled ET. Classic fluid models can be 
used to characterize queue dynamics [14]. Because both 
ends are running current TCP, which employs the additive 
increase and multiplicative decrease strategy for rate con-
trol, the resultant sending rate dynamics have been well inves-
tigated (e.g., in [5] and [14]).

the propoSeD SDtp iS operateD over the 
embeDDeD topology betweeN eDge SwitcheS 
of a certaiN Slice.
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The bottleneck queue dynamics depend on both the 
sending window dynamics and the packet caching prob-
ability ( ).p t  In particular, ( )p t  is chosen to serve the follow-
ing queue management objectives: 1) maximizing network 
resource utilization, 2) regulating E2E latency, and 3) being 
robust to traffic burstiness. Intuitively, maintaining bottle-
neck queue length at a lower level will reduce E2E latency; 
however, a short queue length may result in buffer empti-
ness and, hence, the underutilization of link resources. 
Thus, ( )p t  should be carefully determined by taking all fac-
tors into account.

Model Linearization and Queue Stabilization
The bottleneck queue has a nonlinear relationship with 
the sending rate, making it difficult to directly obtain the 
queue stability condition and system equilibrium. A feasi-
ble solution is to linearize the differential model around 
the equilibrium and then characterize the sending rate 
and queue dynamics in the frequency domain by applying 
a Laplace transform. Collectively, the source rate control, 
bottleneck queue dynamics, and queue management form 
a control loop, where the queue management module 
specifies how packet caching probability should vary 
according to queue length.

Selective Caching and ET
Given the caching ratio from the queue management mod-
ule, we propose an SCP to alleviate network congestion, 
while considering user quality of experience (QoE). We 
also propose an ET strategy that consists of transmission 
scheduling and caching buffer management, for use after 
the network condition improves.

Selective Caching Policy 
An SCP design takes into account the following conditions. 
First, the enhancement layer of the SVC codec can be 
decoded only in the presence of all the lower layers. Sec-
ondly, according to the DASH protocol, the receivers will 
not request the next GoP layer until all the packets of the 
current layer have been successfully downloaded [15]. 
Therefore, for each video session, there is always only one 
layer being streamed along the path. In addition, different 
GoP layers have different data volumes depending on their 
video contents and codec configurations. Specifically, the 
SCP includes the following strategies:

 ■ Packets from the base layer of each GoP are not cached 
because the volume of a base layer is relatively smaller 
compared to that of the enhancement layers. Further, 
as they are essential to GoP playback, holding such 
packets at a caching node will lead directly to rebuffer-
ing events.

 ■ To cache with a minimum number of affected video 
sessions, the packets are cached layer by layer. This 
is enabled by the GoP and layer information in the 
designed packet header, based on which packets 

from the same GoP layer can be identified and 
cached accordingly.

 ■ The enhancement layers are first sorted in descending 
order according to their data volume. Then, packets 
from those layers are cached sequentially until the num-
ber of cached packets meets the caching ratio.
For the enhancement layers in certain GoPs, some pack-

ets may have already been forwarded to downstream nodes, 
while others are cached at the bottleneck node or queued 
at upstream nodes. In this case, all subsequent packets that 
belong to the selected layers are pushed directly into the 
caching buffer upon their arrival.

ET
After selective caching, the enhancement layers in cer-
tain GoPs may be (partially) cached at nodes along the 
E2E path. Once the network condition improves, ET 
requests can be generated by receivers to obtain the 
cached packets. Thus, better QoE can be achieved at a 
lower cost compared with direct retransmission from the 
video server.

ET Request Generation
As shown in Figure 2, after successfully downloading one 
GoP layer, the receivers send an HTTP-GET request for the 
next GoP layer, which can be the enhancement layer of 
buffered GoPs or the base layer of the next GoP. For a par-
tially received enhancement layer, if the estimated down-
loading time is less than the residual playback time of the 
corresponding GoP, an ET request is generated for the full 
receipt of that enhancement layer.

When an ET request arrives at the edge switch, its pack-
et header is converted to the proposed format, as shown 
in Figure 4. Then, the request is routed toward the sending 
edge switch for several reasons. First, one GoP layer may 
be cached by multiple nodes; therefore, the ET request 
must be processed by all of the related nodes to ensure full 
receipt of the requested data. Second, the ET request can 
also be regarded as a caching release message, because the 
packets that belong to preceding GoPs will no longer be re-
quested by the video user.

ET Scheduling
Upon receipt of an ET request, the caching node moves 
the corresponding packets (referred to as ET packets) 
from the buffer to the forwarding queue. The transmis-
sion of ET packets and normal packets will then be sched-
uled. It is crucial to optimize the allocation of bottleneck 
forwarding capacity, as it determines both the video 
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quality of buffered GoPs and the playback smoothness of 
future GoPs.

In general, normal packets are of higher priority because 
they contain base-layer information, while ET packets are 
exclusive to the enhancement layers. ET requests received 
in the previous time slot are processed on a first-come, first-
served basis in the current slot. The amount of allocated 

ET transmission capacity depends on the instantaneous 
queue size ( )q t  and threshold .qr  If ( ) ,q t q2 r  the bottleneck 
node will forward normal packets with full capacity, and no 
ET will be scheduled. If ( ) ,q t q# r  ( )/q t qr  of the forwarding 
capacity will be allocated for normal packets transmission 
and the remainder for ET packets.

Only the requests received in the previous time slot (but 
not earlier slots) are processed, so that the transmitted ET 
packets reach their destinations before the playback of cor-
responding GoPs with a higher probability. In addition, if 
the allocated forwarding capacity is insufficient to address 
all ET requests, the unattended ones will be discarded.

Caching Management and Source Rate Control
Because caching resources are limited on all of the nodes, 
packets inside the caching buffer must be constantly evict-
ed to release the caching space. In particular, these rules 
are followed in caching release:

 ■ When a cached GoP layer is successfully forwarded, the 
corresponding packets are eliminated.

 ■ If an ET request is not addressed, the corresponding 
packets are eliminated.

 ■ All the packets from the GoPs preceding the requested 
one are discarded.
If network congestion persists and the number of pack-

ets inside the buffer keeps increasing, in-network caching 
will be insufficient to effectively mitigate congestion. As a 
result, rate control is activated at the video server to re-
duce the number of in-flight packets. When the number of 
cached packets is larger than a certain threshold, the cach-
ing node sends a rate control message to the sending edge 
switch along the reverse routing path. Upon receipt of this 
message, the edge switch will hold one ACK for each video 
connection. The sender then detects the loss of an ACK and 
reduces the source sending rate.

Case Study
In this section, we present simulation results over the 
OMNeT++ platform (http://www.omnetpp.org/omnetpp) to 
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed SDTP. We 
consider a virtual embedded network topology (video slice 
1 in Figure 1), where one video server is connected to five 
video receivers through two edge switches and a number 
of core network switches. An SDN controller is deployed 
for information collection and network configuration. Gen-
eral links in OMNeT++ are used to connect the SDN control-
ler to all of the switches. We assume that all packet losses 
are caused by congestion. The transmission rate over the 
link between network switches is set as a uniformly distrib-
uted random variable within interval [45,  55]  Mb/s to 
reflect the transmission rate fluctuation caused by back-
ground traffic. Other important system parameters for sim-
ulations are summarized in Table 1. The proposed SDTP is 
evaluated in terms of both bottleneck queue stability and 
user-perceived video QoE.

table 1 Simulation settings.

Parameters Values 

Data rate of the links between the 
server and Y1 

100 Mb/s

Data rate between Y1 and the receiver 30 Mb/s

Propagation delay between the server 
(receiver) and X1 (Y1) 

20 ms 

Propagation delay of the links from  
X1 to Y1 

10 ms 

Video data packet size 1,400 bytes 

Queue length thresholds ( ),q qr 600, 100 packets

Maximum caching probability( )pmax 0.7 

Queue averaging weight ( )a 0.1 
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figure 5 The bottleneck queue dynamics. (a) An instantaneous 
queue length and (b) an average queue length.
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Bottleneck Queue Stability
We set the bottleneck forwarding capacity at n = 3,500 packet/s.  
As suggested in [14], the sampling duration should be com-
parable to the RTT; hence, it is set to 80 ms.T=

Figure 5(a) and (b) depicts the instantaneous and mov-
ing-average queue length, respectively, with time. Due to 
features of the low-pass filter in (1), when ( )q t  exceeds q  for 
the first time (roughly 1.1 s), queue management is not trig-
gered until approximately 1.5 s, when the average queue 

( )q tavg  exceeds the minimum threshold. After triggering 
queue management, there is a time lag until the instanta-
neous queue length falls below the minimum threshold. 
As discussed in the “Bottleneck Queue Management” sec-
tion, the system can be made more responsive by either 
increasing weight a  or reducing sampling duration .T  
Figure 5(b) shows that the average queue length fluctu-
ates slightly around the minimum threshold .q  Hence, by 
configuring ,q  we can maintain the average bottleneck 
queue length at a desired level, which directly facilitates 
balancing between the average E2E queuing delay and link 
resource multiplexing.

User-Perceived QoE
Figure 6(a) compares the average E2E GoP downloading 
time for the proposed SDTP and the TCP. During the simu-
lation, GoPs are encoded with a homogeneous bit rate, 
while layers 0, 1, and 2 of all the GoPs are comprised of 
100, 200, and 300 packets, respectively. The TCP is config-
ured with an explicit congestion notification (ECN), which 
is a congestion-detection measurement resulting from 
AQM. To simulate different levels of congestion, we vary 
the bottleneck link transmission rate from 40 Mb/s (severe 
congestion) to 100 Mb/s (congestion free). It can be seen 
that SDTP always outperforms TCP by providing users 
with a much lower GoP downloading time, especially dur-
ing severe congestion. This is due to the fact that a server-
side sending edge switch sends back ACKs to the video 
server with a shorter RTT (only one hop in our setting). 
Therefore, the video server increases the congestion win-
dow much faster than that of the TCP. Additionally, our 
proposed SDN-based AQM and selective caching schemes 
effectively resolve in-network congestion without increas-
ing GoP rebuffering time and rebuffering frequency, so 
that the GoP downloading time is effectively reduced.

We also evaluate the displayed video quality of both 
the SDTP and TCP. Each GoP is encoded into three SVC 
layers. We evaluate the received video quality by collect-
ing the layering information of played GoPs, considering 
the following widely employed factors [12]: video quality, 
video quality variations, and rebuffering time. The user-
perceived QoE is considered to be the weighted sum of 
those metrics:
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where GoPk
q and GoPk

t  denote the quality and rebuffering 
time of the kth GoP in kilobits per seconds and seconds, 
respectively. By default, weights 11~ =  and , ,3 0002~ =  
which means that a 1-s rebuffer time leads to the same QoE 
degradation caused by reducing the GoP bit rate by 
3,000 Kb/s [12]. We evaluate the QoE of both protocols 
considering the following three types of user preference: 
avoiding instability, avoiding rebuffering, and balanced 
[12], where ( , )1 2~ ~  is configured as (1, 3,000), (1.8, 3,000), 
and (1, 6,000), respectively. As shown in Figure 6(b), the 
overall QoE achieved by SDTP is always higher than that 
of TCP for all types of users. Due to the SDTP queue man-
agement and the SCP, all of the base layers have been suc-
cessfully delivered before the playback times. For the 
TCP, although all of the base layers are delivered to their 
destinations eventually, some cannot be downloaded 
before playback time due to network congestion and 
packet retransmissions. In contrast, fewer GoPs are 
played with enhancement layers by SDTP, but they pro-
vide good overall QoE tradeoff by smoothing video play-
back with minimal rebuffering events at the cost of 
nominal video quality degradation.
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figure 6 (a) A comparison of GoP downloading time. (b) A QoE 
comparison of different user preferences.
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Conclusions
In this article, we presented a customized transport proto-
col for video services in future sliced networks. To improve 
user QoE, new protocol function modules were designed, 
including bottleneck queue management, selective cach-
ing, and ET to achieve early congestion detection and reso-
lution. To support these protocol functionalities, a new 
packet header format was designed, with packet differenti-
ation based on application-layer information. If the net-
work condition improves, ET can be triggered to further 
improve video users’ QoE. Simulation results were provid-
ed to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed SDTP 
over current benchmarks.
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